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In this paper we continue the study of selective substitution grammars which 
form a framework for most of the rewriting systems tudied in the literature. 
The continuous grammars we study in this paper generalize the basic rewriting 
principle of context-free grammars and E0L systems. The paper studies the 
language generating power of continuous grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
Selective substitution grammars were introduced in Rozenberg (1977) and 
further studied in Rozenberg and Wood (1977). They form a framework for 
most of the rewriting systems tudied in the literature. A selective substitution 
grammar is of the form G - - (Z ,  h, co, K,  A), where (Z, h, co, A) is an EOL  
system I and K is a selector set, K C (2J u 2)*,  where z~ = (d: a ~ 27}. To rewrite 
a word ~ from E + in G one looks in K for a word ~ that differs from a only in that 
some occurrences of letters in ~ "are barred" (that is, they are elements of Z )  
and then one rewrites all occurrences of letters in c~ that are barred in & Hence 
G becomes a context-free grammar if K - Z*(Z/A ) X* and it becomes an E0L 
system if K =-,~+. It is demonstrated in Rozenberg (1977) how by a simple 
choice of the selector set one can characterize a multitude of rewriting systems. 
In this way one gets a unifying framework for studying rewriting systems. 
1 We choose here an E0L system r&her than a context-free grammar because the latter 
has a limitation of not being able to rewrite terminal symbols. 
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This paper continues the study of selective substitution grammars by concen- 
trating on a particular kind of selector set; we require that K = 0~=1 X*P'+Z* 
where Xi ,  Yi, Z~ _C Z' for 1 ~ i ~ n. In this way each time a word a is rewritten 
it is really divided into three parts c~ = xyz, where for some 1 ~ i ~ n, x ~ X~*, 
y E I7+ and z ~ Z* and then the subword y is rewritten according to productions 
from h. In other words each time a word c~ is rewritten its continuous segment is 
rewritten. Context-flee grammars are like this with the restriction that such a 
segment consists of one occurrence of one letter only; E0L systems are like this 
with the restriction that such a segment is the whole word. Hence context-free 
grammars and E0L systems form two extreme cases of continuous rewriting. 
In this way continuous grammars form a natural generalization of both context- 
free grammars and E0L systems. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section I continuous grammars are introduced and illustrated by examples. 
In Section I I  two important normal form theorems for continuous grammars 
are established. 
In Section I I I  we depart to study the structure of ETOL languages. The 
results of this section, interesting on its own, are used in Section IV. 
In Section IV we compare the language generating power of ETOL  systems 
and continuous grammars. 
In Section V we consider a variation of continuous grammars. The language 
generating power of those grammars is considered. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with rudiments of formal language 
theory (see, e.g., Salomaa (1973)) including the theory of L systems (see, e.g., 
Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)--our notation concerning E0L and ETOL 
systems is from there). 
We use mostly standard langage--theoretic notation and terminology. Perhaps 
only the following requires an additional explanation. 
(1) For a word c~ and a letter b, #ha denotes the number of occurrences of 
b in a; / c~ ] denotes the length of a and A denotes the empty word. 
(2) For a class Wofrewriting systems, ~(W)  denotes the class of languages 
generated by systems from W. 
(3) Throughout he paper, given an alphabet Z, Z = {d: a c Z}. Then 
Zi = A and for ~ = a 1 -" a~, k /> 1, a 1 ..... ak c Z, & = d 1 " '  dk. 
I. CONTINUOUS GRAMMARS AND LANGUAGES 
In this section continuous grammars are introduced and illustrated by exam- 
ples. 
DEFINITION. Let n be a positive integer. 
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(1) An n-continuous grammar (nC grammar, for short) is a construct 
G = (Z, h, co, K, A), where (27, h, co, A) is an E0L system (called the underlying 
E0L system of G and denoted U(G)) and K = X*YI+Z * k9 ... tj X*nY+Z~ with 
Xi ,  Y i ,  Zi C Z for 1 ~< i ~< n; K is called the selector set and each Xi*Yi+Zi *
is referred to as a selector. 
(2) Let ~ E Z'+ and fi ~ 2:*. We say that ~ directly derives fi in G, written as 
~c  fi, if there exists an i, 1 ~< i ~ n, such that a = xyz for some x e X*,  
y ~ Y~+, z ~ Zi* with y = a 1 .-. am, m >~ 1, a 1 ..... am ~ X and fi = xyly 2 " 'y~z,  
where yj ~ h(aj) for 1 ~< j ~< m. 
(3) The relation ~a* is the transitive and the reflexive closure of the 
~c  relation; if x ~c* Y then we say that x derives y in G. 
(4) The language of G, written as L(G), is defined by L(G)={~A*:  
e) ~*  ~}; L(G) is referred to as an nC language. 
(5) A grammar G (language L) is continuous if it is n-cont inuous for some 
n >~ 1 ; we say that G is a C grammar (L is a C language). | 
Thus to rewrite a word c~ in G one has to choose a selector Xi*Yi+Zi * such that 
a can be written in the form ~ = xyz and the chosen selector contains the word 
x~z, then one rewrites all letters from y according to productions in U(G), 
while x and z remain intact. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (2, h, co, K, A) be an n-continuous grammar, where 
n X ,~+Z,  K=Ui=I  i i i .  
(1) We say that G is n-left-continuous (nLC for short) if Xi = ~" for all 
1 ~< i <~ n. We also say that G is a left-continuous grammar, written as LC 
grammar. 
(2) We say that G is n-right-continuous (nRC for short) if Z i = 2~ for all 
1 ~< i ~< n. We also say that G is a right-continuous grammar, written as RC 
grammar. | 
We give now several examples of continuous grammars and languages. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = ({A, a, b}, h, A, K, {a, b}), where h(A)=(A  2,a}, 
h(a) = {a, ab, ba}, h(b) = {b} and K = X*Y~+Z * u X2*Y2+Z~* , where X~ = 
Z 1 = ~,  I71 = (A} and X 2 = Y2 = Z2 = (a, b}. G is a 2-continuous grammar. 
It is easy to see that L(G) = {~ e {a, b}+: #a~ = 2 ~ for some n >~ 0}. Note that 
G is neither a left-continous nor a r ight-eontinous grammar. | 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = ({a, b}, h, bab, K, (a, b}), where h(a)= {babab}, 
h(b) = {A, b, b 2} and K = X*~ YI+Z~ u X2*Y2+Z2 *, where X 1 = Z 1 = ~,  I11 = 
X 2 = Zz = (a, b} and Y2 = (b}. G is a 2-continuous grammar. It is easy to see 
that L(G) = (c~ c (a, b}+: #a~ = 2 ~ for some n ~ 0}, hence we get the language 
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from Example 1. However, this t ime our grammar does not have nonterminals 
(that is, 27 = A). Note that G is neither a left-continuous nor a r ight-cont inuous 
grammar.  | 
EXAMPLE 3. Let  G = (X, h, o3, K, A) be the 3C grammar where 2; 
{S, 1, (~, $, a, b, , ) ,  o3 = S, A = (a, b, .}, h(S) = {aS15, .}, h( , )  = ((~}, h(1) = 
{A}, h(a) = {ab}, h(~) = {(~, *}, h($) = {A} and h(b) = {b}, K = I.)~=~ X*Y~+Z~ * 
with X 1 = {a}, X 2 -- {a, b}, X a = ~,  Y1 = {S}, 172 = {*, 1}, }~ = {a, b, (~, $} 
and Z 1 = Z 2 = Z a = {1, $}. It  is very instructive for the reader to check that 
L(G) = {(ab~)%: m ~> n ~> 1} u {*). 
Note that G is neither a left-continuous nor a r ight-cont inuous grammar.  | 
EXAMPLE 4. Let G = ({a, b, c}, h, cba, K, {a, b, c}) be the r ight-cont inuous 
grammar,  where K = {a, b, c}*{a, b, e}+ and the finite substitut ion is defined by 
h(a) = (aS}, h(b) = {b ~} and h(c) = (c2}. It is not difficult to see that L(G)=-  
{c~b"aZ: n >~ 1, spt(n) <~ m and spt(m) <~ 1}, where spt(x) = min{2~: 2 i ~> x and 
i>o) .  ! 
II. NORMAL FORM THEOREMS 
In this section we establish two normal form theorems for cont inuous 
grammars:  one says that it suffices to consider left-and r ight-cont inuous 
grammars only; the second one says that it suffices to consider continuous gram- 
mars with two selectors only. 
THEOR~M 1. For every continuous grammar there exist an equivalent left- 
continuous and an equivalent right-continuous grammar. 
Proof. We will demonstrate the existence of an equivalent left-continuous 
grammar;  the existence of an equivalent r ight-continuous grammar is shown 
analogously. 
Let G = (2Z, h, o3, K, A) be a continuous grammar with K = K 1 u -" U Kn ,  
where K~ = Xi*Yi+Z~* for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Let, for x E {l, r, ll, lr}, 27x = {[a, x]: a ~ 27} and 27~1.1 = ([a, II, l]: a ~ 27}. 
Let ~ = U~{z,~,n,z~) Zx W 27u.1 U 2. 
Let  h be the finite substitut ion on ~'* defined by: 
for a E27, 
]z(a) = {[a, l], [a, r]}, 
h([a, I]) = {[a, ll], [a, lr]}, 
h([a, ll]) = {[a, II, 1]}, 
h([a, a, 1]) = h([a, r]) = {a), 
h([a, lr]) = {~: c~ ~ h(a)). 
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Let, for 1 ~<i~<n,  
0 i = {[a, ll, 1]: a ~ Xi} u {[a, lr]: a e Yi} u {[a, r]: a ~ Zi}. 
Let M o =Z+,  M~ =2~+Z '*, M~-----Z+(21z~u21r) * and, for 1 ~<i ~<n, 
= 0i.. Then let/~ Mo L; M, u M~ u Ui=L Mi-  
Let H ---- (2, h, ~o,/~, A). 
H simulates G as follows. 
Given a string a over 21 (the axiom co is such a string) every letter a in it gets 
rewritten as [a, l] or [a, r] using selector M~. Since M~ is the only selector that 
can be used next, all [a, /]-letters must appear to the left of all [a, r]-letters. 
Selector M, rewrites every letter [a, l] into [a, ll] or into [a, lr]. Since M~ is the 
only selector that can be used next, all [a, //]-letters must appear to the left of all 
[a, lr]-letters. Then if we want to simulate the application of selector/(i to c¢ in 
G, 1 ~< i < n, we apply selector/11, i in H. 
On the basis of the above description one can easily construct a formal proof 
that indeed L(H) = L(G). Since H is left-continuous the theorem holds. | 
THEOREM 2. For every continuous grammar G there exists an equivalent 
2-continuous grammar H. Moreover, if G is left-continuous or right-continuous 
then so is H. 
Pro@ Let G = (27, h, ~o, K, A) be a continuous grammar with K = 
K 1U ' ' ' k3K" ,  where K i=X i*Y i+Z~ for 1 ~<i~<n with Xi ,  Y i ,Z iC~.  
(If 0 _C 22., then 0¢i)= (a¢0: a ~ 0} and if ~ e 2~ + then ~¢i) denotes the word 
resulting from ~ by replacing every letter a in c~ by a(0; A(i ) = A.) 
Let, for 1 ~<i~<n, 21(0 =(a(0 :a~27},  2(i ) = {d(i):a~2J} and 2) = 
2 u U i= i  Z(~) ~ Ui=~ (i) • 
Let h be the finite substitution on 2)* defined by: 
fo rae2 Jand l  ~<i~n- -  1, 
h(a.)) = (a.+~). a,~.~l. ,,}. h(a¢~)) = (a,ll. a(1). a}. 
h(a . ) )  = (~. ) :  ~ ~ h(a)}. 
Let M = _M 1 u M2, where 
(0)+ and (~=0 1 \*t  ~ l(~i)(i) \+1~ )* 
= t u: )t,_ u,: 
Then let H ~ (Z', h, (-O(1) , M~ A). Clearly if G is a left-continuous or a right- 
continuous grammar then so is H. It is not difficult to see that indeed L(G) = 
L(H). The key observation here is that the selector iT/1 rotates subscripts (i) 
in a word in a cyclic way so as to make it possible to simulate an arbitrary K~. 
This is actually done by M~ ; moreover if any letter from Z'/27 in a word a is 
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replaced by a terminal etter (from A) then all letters from ~'/Z in c~ must be 
replaced by elements from d (and this is done by using selector M1); otherwise 
the obtained word cannot be rewritten any more and one obtains a "useless 
setential form." | 
I I I .  AN EXCURSION IN ETOL LANGUAGES 
In this section we investigate the structure of derivations in ETOL systems 
(Theorem 3 and Corollary 1) and then provide a new result on the combinatorial 
structure of ETOL languages (Theorem 4) which enables us to prove that certain 
languages are not ETOL languages (Corollary 2). Our Corollary 2 will be very 
crucial in the next section when we compare f¢(ETOL) with ~(C) .  We are 
also convinced that the results of this section shed new light on &a(ETOL). 
To investigate the structure of derivations in (E)TOL systems we need the 
following notions. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (Z, H, m) be a T0L system. 
(1) For a word c~ EL(G) let sha denote the length of the shortest derivation 
of c~ in G. 
(2) For a letter b E Z let M(b) denote the set of all words c~ eL(G) satis- 
fying the following two properties: 
(i) if fie L(G) and shfi < sha then #aft < #ha, and 
(ii) if fi eL(G) and shfi = sha then #aft ~ #~c~. | 
THEOREM 3. Let G=(Z,H ,m)  be a T0L system, let #Z=m and let 
b e Z. I f  ~ e M(b) then shc~ ~ #b~ " mm. 
Proof. Let G = (Z, lq, ~o) be the combinatorially complete version of G, 
that is G is a DTOL system such that 
H = (/~:/~ is a homomorphism on Z* and for some h in H,/~ C h}. 
(i) For every b e Z and for every ~ e M(b) there exists a fie M(b) c~ L(G) 
such that shc~ = sh/3 and #bc~ = #b/3. 
Proof of (i). Assume that a e M(b) and consider a shortest derivation D of 
in G (that is, a derivation of c~ of the length shc~). If in trace D (that is, in the se- 
quence of words occurring in D except for c~) every word is such that if it contains 
at least two occurrences of the same letter then all those occurrences contribute 
equal subwords to c~, then clearly c~ e M(b) c3 L((7) and (i) trivially holds. 
Hence let us assume that trace D contains a word ~, such that 7 contains two 
occurrences O1 and 02 of a letter (say c) which contribute different subwords to, 
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D: 
l 
C C 
c~ 
FmURE 1. 
~; let T 1 and T 2 be subtrees of the derivation forest T D of the derivation D rooted 
at 01 and O 9 , respectively. The situation is represented by Fig. 1 (we assume 
that O 1 is to the left of 02). 
Let us modify D in such a way that we replace T 2 by T~ . Clearly in this way 
we obtain a derivation t!) of a word d in G. Note that both D and/ )  are of the 
same length. 
Note that #~c~ = #o& Otherwise one of T1, T 2 (say T1) contributes more: 
occurrences of b in c~ (in D) then the other. Then #b& > #ha which means, 
that shc~ ~ shc~ and c/bc~ > c/b~ contradicting the fact that ~ a M(b) .  (Symme- 
trically if T 2 contributes more occurrences of b in a (in D) than T 1 then if ~ is 
the word obtained by replacing T 1 by T2,  the above reasoning holds again.) 
This implies that shd -= sha. 
I f  we iterate the above process going (say top-down) through all the words in 
trace D then we arrive at a derivation t ree / )  of a word 8 such that shfi = sha 
and #bfi = #~,  where / )  is also a derivation tree in G. Hence (i) holds. I 
(ii) Let b e Z and let fi E M(b)  n L (G) .  Then shfi ~ C/off " m% 
Proof  of  (ii). Let D be a shortest derivation of 8 in G. For a word 7 in trace D' 
and a nonnegative integer k we say that 7 is a k-word if 7 contains exactly k 
occurrences each of which contributes in D at least one occurrence of b in 8- 
Now we can divide words in trace D in blocks grouping together all consecu- 
tive words that are k-words for some k. In this way we get the situation shown 
in Fig. 2. 
Since an ancestor of an occurrence that contributes an occurrence of b to 8: 
also contributes an occurrence of b to 8, we get k 1 < k 2 ~ "" < k s . 
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D: 
~} BLOCK 1. All words here 
are kl-WOrds. 
~1 BLOCK s. All words 
here are 
k s -words. 
FmuR~ 2. 
Let us consider now a block, say BLOCK i for 1 ~ i ~ s. Let it consist of 
1 i words. We claim that l~ ~ mm. This is seen as follows. I f  1 i = 1 then clearly 
1 i ~ rn m. Otherwise we proceed as follows. 
Let yj- be the j ' th  word in BLOCK i, 1 ~ j  ~ 1 i and let X~,~ ..... Xj,k~ be the 
sequence of all occurrences in Y3' (occurring in ~,j in this order) that contribute 
at least one occurrence of b to/3. In this way for each 2 ~j  ~ l i we get a ("being 
an ancestor ofv' ) function gj mapping (X1,1 .... , XI,~i } onto (X~a ..... X~.~i } such 
that gj(Xl,t) ~= X~, t for 1 ~ t ~ k i . Since G is a DTOL system we can consider 
gj to be a function from a subset of 27 into a subset of 27. 
Now to prove that I i ~ m m we assume otherwise, i.e., li > m% Then clearly 
either gr is the identity mapping (on the set of letters corresponding to X1,1 .... , 
X l .k )  or there exist r, s, 2 ~< r < s ~< l~ such that gr ~ g~ • Let us consider the 
second possibility (and we leave the analysis of the first possibility to the reader). 
Then we can modify D to / )  in such a way that we do not change D up to yr 
and then we apply the sequence of tables leading from Ys to/3. Note that in this 
way we get a word fl (the result o f / ) )  such that shfl < sh/3 and #b]~ ~ #b/3. This 
contradicts the fact that 1.9 ~ M(b) and so it must be that I i ~ m "*. 
On the other hand it is clear that s ~ #off and so sh/3 ~ #b/3. m~, which 
proves (ii). 
Clearly (i) and (ii) imply the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G ~ (Z, H, w) be a T0L  system, where #Z = m, the 
maximal ength of the right-hand side of a production in G equals n, I oJ I = q, 
and let b ~ Z. I f  ~ ~ M(b) and #ha ~- r then ] ~ ] ~ qn rm~. 
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Proof. Directly from Theorem 3. | 
Now using the above result we can prove a result on the combinatorial 
structure of languages in ~.q°(ETOL). 
THEOREM 4. Let K be an ETOL language over an alphabet Z and let b e Z' 
be such that (#~:  c~ c K} is infinite. There exist a positive integer constant ~, an 
infinite strictly growing sequence {ni}i~n+ ofpositive integers and an infinite sequence 
{o¢i}ieN+ of words from K such that #~c~ i = n i and I ¢Xi I ~ 9 ni fo r  each i ~ N +. 
Proof. Let K and b satisfy the assumption of the theorem. It is well known 
(see Ehrenfeueht and Rozenberg (1974)) that each ETOL language is a coding 
of a T0L  language. Thus let G = (0, H, oJ) be a T0L  system and let f be a 
coding such that K ~- f (L(G)). 
Since {#b~: a a K} is infinite, there exists a letter d e E such that f (d) = 
b, {#aa: ~ eL(G)} is infinite and consequently M(d) is infinite. Let fie M(d), 
By Corollary 1 there exists a positive integer constant Q such that I~ I ~ Q~#. 
Since If(fi)l -~ 1/31 and #bf(fi) >~ #a~ we get 
If(~3)l <~ Q*~;("). (*) 
Let W = {f(/?): fi ~ M(d)}. Then clearly Z = (#~c¢: ~ e W} is infinite. Let 
us choose from W an infinite sequence (c~i}i~N+ of nonempty words such that 
#bc~ i < #0c¢i+t for j e N + and let {n~}i~n+ be the corresponding sequence of 
lengths (that is, n i = #bc¢~ for i E N+). Then (*) implies that the theorem holds. 
! 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be a language such that K C {bna2m: n >/O, m >/2  ~} 
and {#bc~: c¢ e K} is infinite. Then K ~ ~f(ETOL). 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that K is an ETOL language. Then K satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 4. So let Q, {ni}i~N+ and (c¢i}i~N+ satisfy the conclu- 
sion of Theorem 4. Then, however, we get that, for each i ~ N +, 2 (a-i) <~ L ~i / < 
Q~i; a contradiction. 
Hence the corollary holds. | 
IV. COMPARISON WITH L(ETOL) 
In this section we locate the position of ~(EOL) and ~C~(ETOL) within the 
framework of continuous grammars. 
First of all we can characterize ~¢(EOL) and ~L~°(ETOL) by requiring some 
natural restrictions on the form of selectors in a continuous grammar. 
6431461t-6 
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DEFINITION. Let G = (27, h, oJ, K, A) be an n-continuous grammar with 
n K -- (Ji=1X~ Yi+Zi *. We say that G is a simple n-continuous grammar (abbreviated 
as nSC grammar) if Xi = Zi = N for each 1 ~ i ~ n. We also say that G is a 
simple continuous grammar abbreviated as SC grammar. | 
THEOREM 5. Let L be a language. L E £a(EOL) i f  and only if L ~ ~(1SC). 
Proof. Obvious. | 
THEOREM 6. ~(ETOL)  = 5¢(SC). 
Proof. (i) Let G = (27, H, oJ, A) be an ETOL system, where H = (h 1 ..... h~} 
n 
for some n ~ 1. Let, for 1 ~ i ~ n, 27(0 = {a(i): a ~ 27} and let 0 = Ui=l 27(i) u 
27. (For a word a e 27+, ~(,:~ denotes the word obtained from ~ by replacing in it 
every occurrence of every letter a by a(i).) 
Let G=(0 ,  h,o(1) /() be a SC grammar, where K - -~)~I  Z+ and h is , "= (-)
defined as follows: 
fo ra~Z,  1 <~i~n- -  1, 
h(a(i)) = {a(i+a) , a} V {¢X(i): ~ e hi(a)} 
h(a(n)) : (a(1), a} t_){~(n): c~ ~ hi(a)}, 
h(a) = {a}. 
It is easy to see that L(d)  = L(G), consequently S~'(ETOL) C ~,F(SC). 
(ii) Let G = (X, h, o9, K, A) be a simple continuous grammar with 
qz 
K=Ui=IY~+.  Let for 1 ~ i~n+l ,  Z (~)=(a i : l  ~ i~n},  F be a new 
symbol, 0 = Ui=I 27(/) w: 27 u {F}. Let, for 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, h/be the finite sub- 
stitution on 0* defined by: 
for a~Z',  1 <~j~n,  1 ~ i~n,  
hi(a(j)) = {=(i): o~ e h(a)} if i -- j 
= (F} otherwise, 
hn+a(a(j)) = {a(j+i), a} if j < n, 
=(a(1) ,a}  if j=n ,  
and a e Yi, 
hi(a ) = hi(F ) = hn+l(a ) = hn+l(F ) = (F}. 
Let ~=(0 ,  H, co(1 ) ,A )  be the ETOL system where H=(h l  .... ,hn+l}. 
It is easy to see that L(G) = L(G), hence ~P(SC) C 5~(ETOL). | 
COROLLARY 3. ..LQ°(SC) = ~(2SC) .  
Proof. It follows from the observation that the algorithm from the proof of 
Theorem 2 produces a2SC grammar if the original grammar is SC. It also follows 
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from the proof of the previous theorem and a Well-known fact that every ETOL 
language can be generated by an ETOL system with two tables only. | 
We now compare ~L~a(EOL) and ~a(ETOL) with ~(C).  First, let us note that 
Example 1 (and so also Example 2) provides a 2C language that is well known 
not to be an E0L language (see, e.g., Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1975)). Then 
Example 3 provides an example of a 3C language (hence, by Theorem 2, a 
2C language) that is well known not to be an ETOL language (see Ehrenfeucht 
and Rozenberg (1976)). We are going to sharpen those observations now. 
By Theorem 5 we know that ~(EOL) _C S~(1SC). In looking for a candidate 
for a language L E ~qa(1SC)\~a(EOL) one may be inclined (as we werel)to think 
that the RC language (c~b~aZ: n ) 1, spt(n) ~ m and spt(m) ~< I} from Example 
4 may do the job. It has the "right to left orientation" which seems to be impos- 
sible to achieve in E0L languages. However, it turns out that one can generate 
this language by an E0L system! Our next example is showing how it is done. 
We find it quite instructive for the reader to go through this example as, in 
our opinion, it is one of the very few "concrete" nontrivial examples of E0L 
systems. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
and Gz -~ (E 3 , 
z l= 
hi(S) = 
h~(B) ---- 
h~(A) = 
he(a ) = 
h~(A) = 
hz(a ) = 
Let C1 = (Zl , h i ,  S, {a, b, 4), G~ = (~ , h. , CB"A", {a, b, c}) 
h3, CBA,  {a, b, c}) be E0L systems uch that 
{S, T ,R ,A ,B ,  C ,a ,b ,c ,F} ,  . 
{A ,B ,  C ,a ,b ,c ,F} ,  
{TA}, h~(T) ~- {RB, T}, hl(R ) ~- {C, R}, hl(A ) = {A 2, a, a~}, 
(13 z, b, b2}, h~(C) ~- {C ~, c, c2}, h~(a) = hi(b) -~ hx(c) = h~(F) = {F}, 
{A 2, a, a2}, h2(B ) = {B 2, b}, h2(C) = (C 2, c, c2}, 
h#)  = h~(c) - -  h~(F) = {V}, 
{A 2, a, a2}, h3(B ) -~ {B 2, b}, ha(C) = {C 2, c} 
h~(b) = h#)  = h~(F) = iF}. 
LetL = {cnbmaq n ) 1, spt(n) ~ m and spt(m) ~ l}. 
We claim that L ~- L(G~) w L(G2) u L(G3). 
To see this let us first divide L into five sublanguages a follows. Note that 
each word c~ in L can be written in the form 
o~ ~ cnbma 1 ~.  £2nl+n~b2ml+mua2~l+12r, 
where spt(n) ~ m, spt(m) ~ l, 2 ~1 ~ n, 2 ~1+1 > n, 2 ml ~ m, 2 ml+l > m, 
2 h ~ land2 h+l > I .  
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With the form of c~ in L as above we define now 
L 1 ={c~eL:n  1 <m a </1} ,
L 2={aeL :n  1 =ml  <11}, 
L 3 ~(~eL:n  1+1 <m 1 =la},  
L 4 ={aeL :n  1+1 =m I - /1} ,  
L~ = {a eL :  n 1 = m I =/1} .  
Note that as the consequence of the above definitions we get that 
- - i faEL  2thenn~ =0,  
- -  if a EL~ then m2 ~ O, 
- - i f c~EL  4thenm s ~0,  and 
- -  i f~L  5thenn~ z0andm s =0.  
Clearly L( G1) C_ L, L( G~) C L and L( G3) C_ L. 
On the other hand we have the following. 
(i) L 1 LJ L~ LJ L~ C_L(G1). 
This is proved as follows• 
(i.l) Let ~ EL1, a = c~"~+~2b2~+"m2h+t~. 
We first derive CZ"~B2"~A~Z~ in the way that corresponds to the derivation tree 
shown in Fig. 3. 
S 
T A/\ 
T 
R 
. - . • 
• ° . • 
• , . • 
C C . . . .  C B . . ,  ,B A . . . .  A 
< 
2 2nl 2ml 
FIGURE 3. 
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We can do this because n 1 < m 1 < l 1 . Now to n 2 occurrences of C we apply 
the production C ~ c 2, to m2 occurrences of B we apply the production B ~ b 2 
and to l~ occurrences of A we apply the product ion A -~ a2; all other occurrences 
are rewritten using productions C --~ c, B ~ b and A --, a. In  this way we get 
in L( G,). 
(i.2) Let c~ ~L~,  ~ = ca"Ib2'~l+~a z+z~. 
Analogously to the way described in (i.1) we first derive C2"~-~B2'~2/1~1. We 
can do this because n 1 - -  1 < m 1 < l 1 . Then  we rewrite all occurrences of C 
using product ion C ~ c 2, m2 occurrences of B using production B --~ b ~ and 12 
occurrences of A using production A --~ a2; all other occurrences are rewritten 
using productions B ~ b and A -+ a. In this way we generate ~ in G1 • 
(i.3) Let  ~ ~L~,  ~ =- c~"~+~b2"~la 2t~+~. 
Analogously to the way described in (i.1) we first derive C2"~BZ~-~A 2~. We 
can do this because n 1 < m 1 - -  1 < l 1 . Then  we rewrite n2 occurrences of C 
using production C -~ c z, all occurrences of B using production B ~ b 2 and 
l~ occurrences of A using production A -~ ae; all other occurrences are rewritten 
using productions C --+ c and A -+ a. In  this way we get ~ in L(G1). 
(ii) L 4 C_ L(G2). 
This  is proved as follows. Let a = c~"~+n~b2"~a +z~. We first derive in n 1 
steps the word C~"~B2"~+~A ~+~. Then we rewrite nz occurrences of C using 
product ion C -+ c z, all occurrences of B using product ion B--+ b (this is the 
only "f inishing product ion" for B in G) and lz occurrences of A using product ion 
A --+ aZ; all other occurrences are rewritten using productions C --+ c and d ~ a. 
In  this way we get c~ in L(G~). 
(iii) Ls C_L(G~). 
This is seen as follows. Let a = c2"~b~"~a ~+~. We first derive in n I steps the 
word CZ"~B~"~A "~. Then we rewrite l~ occurrences of d using production d ~ aZ; 
all other occurrences are rewritten using productions C --+ c, B --+ b and A --+ a. 
In  this way we get e~ in L(G~). 
Since a finite union of EOL languages i  an E0L  language we have demonstrated 
that L is an E0L  language. 
Hence we are still left with the task of finding an example of a 1 C language 
that is not an E0L  language. It  turns out that there exist 1 C languages that are 
not ETOL languages, which will be demonstrated now. 
Let  G o ~ (Z', h, co, K,  A) be the 1 LC  system, where 
Z' = Z ' IU  Z'2, Z' ~ = {a, b, c, d,F}, ~ = (A ,B ,  D, D, X}, 
oo = AX,  
A =(a ,b ,c ,d ,X) ,  
K = Z~*Z'~ +, 
h(.4) = (ABe,  abe}, ~(B) = (BC, bC}, ~(C) = {C, cD}, ~(X) = {X~}, 
h(D) = (d) and h(a) = h(b) = h(c) = h(d) = h(F) = {F}. 
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Letf  be the weak identity on A * defined by f (X )  -~ X ,  f (b )  = b , f (a )  -~ f (c )  = 
f (~)  = .4. 
L~MMA 1. L(G0) 6~(ETOL ). 
Proof .  Let us consider a "typical" derivation D of a word in G o . It can be 
pictured as follows: 
ABCX 2 
part 1 ABCBC~X~ 
z = aBCBC 2 "'" BCn+IX~"+I 
r l  > /0  aBCr l+aBC rt+2 "" BCn+I+" IX  2"+1+'~ 
Y l  = abCCr~+aBCr~+8 "'" BCn+l+rl+lX2n+l+rl+t 
abcDCI+IBC~I+4 ... BC,+I+rl+~X2,+I+~I+, 
part 2 
abcdcDCnBC~l+ 5 ... BC~+I+n+3C~,+~+~t+3 
: : : : : 
r e >/0  y~ : ab(cd)rl+ZbC e%+'~)+~ "'" BC"+2~+5+~X 2"+''~+~+~+~ 
: : : 
ab(~d)~b(~a)~ ... b(~a)~.+iX ~o 
Note that because K = I*Z~., in every word occurring in D all occurrences 
of all letters from 27 z are to the r ight of all occurrences of all letters from I 1 . 
We can divide D in two parts, part 1 consisting of all words containing an occur- 
rence of A and part 2 containing all words containing an occurrence of a. Let 
"block" be a subword (of a word in D) beginning with an occurrence of B or b 
and ending on an occurrence just before an occurrence of B, b or X. Note that 
the first word (z) in part 2 determines the number of blocks (n + 1) in any 
subsequent word in D. Because of the form of K blocks in words in D have the 
left-to-right priority order, that is first the leftmost block must be rewritten into 
a terminal (sub)word, then the second from the left block must be rewritten into 
a terminal (sub)word, etc. So we can talk about the first, second, third, etc., 
block in D. Let "the representation f block i" be the subword corresponding 
to this block of the form bC °(i) appearing for the first time. Thus in D above 
bC ~+2 is the representation f block 1 (it appears in Yl) and bC 2(~+a)+r~ is the 
representation f block 2. 
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Clearly 
p(1) ~ 2, 
p(i + 1) >~ 2p(i), for i~>l .  
(**) 
It  is also clear that 
l~ = p(i), for i ~> 1. (***) 
Moreover, because at each step of a derivation the production X--~ X ~ is 
applied, q > 2t~+l. 
Now (**) implies that p(n -t- 1) >/2  n+i and so (***) implies that q ) 22~+t. 
On the basis of the above analysis it is not difficult to show that f(L(Go) )
satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 2 (set b = b and a = X). 
Consequently f(L(Go) ) ~ ~(ETOL) .  Since it is well known (see, e.g., Rozen- 
berg and Salomaa (1980)) that ~°(ETOL) is closed with respect o homomorphic 
mappings, L(Go) ~ ~(ETOL) .  | 
Consequently we get the following results. 
THEOREM 7. ~(1LC)\d~(ETOL) va ;~. 
Proof. Directly from Lemma 1. | 
COROLLARY 4. (i) ~(EOL)  C ~(1C) .  
(ii) ~(ETOL)  C ~(2C) .  
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 5 and Theorem 7, and (ii) follows from 
Theorem 6, Corollary 3 and Theorem 7. | 
V. MAXIMALLY CONTINUOUS GRAMMARS 
Although, clearly, ~c~°(C) _C_ ~°(RE) we do not know whether or not ~L~°(RE) _C 
~°(C). In this section we introduce a very natural variation of continuous 
grammars, called maximally continuous grammars, and demonstrate that they 
generate precisely the class of ~q°(RE). 
DEFINITION. (1) Let G = (X, h, o), K, A) be an nC grammar where K = 
l.J~ X*Y  +Z * The direct maximal derivation relation ~mmax is defined as i=1 i i i" 
follows. 
For ~eZ +, f leX*, ~ ~c;max]3 if there exists an i, 1 ~<i ~<n, such that 
c~ = xyz for some x ~ 2(/*, y c Y*, z ~ Z* with y = a i " '  a~,  m ~ 1, a i ..... a~, 
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Z, fi = xya ". y~z, where yj e h(aj) for 1 ~< j ~< m and the following condition 
is satisfied: 
if x-x la  for aeZ '  then arY i  and if z=az  1 for a~X then a6Y i .  
Then ~max;a* denotes the reflexive and the transitive closure of ~max;a 
(2) The maximally n-continuous grammar (or nMC grammar for short) is art 
nC grammar G ~- (X, h, oJ, K, A), where the direct derivation relation ~e is 
replaced by direct maximal derivation relation ~max;c • Hence the language of G 
is defined by L(G) = {~ e A*: oJ ~max;a c~}; L(G) is referred to as an nMC 
language. 
(3) A grammar G (language L) is maximally continuous if it is maximally 
n-continuous for some n >~ 1; we say that G is a MC grammar (L is a MC 
language). 
EXAMPLE 6. Let G = ({a, b}, h, bab, K, {a, b}) be a I MC grammar, where 
K = {a, b}*{d}+{a, b}*, h(a) = {a ~, aba} and h(b) --{b). Then L(G) = 
{ba~nlba2n2b "" ba2~%: m >~ 1, nl .... , n~ >~ 0}. Note that if we consider G to be 
a 1 C grammar then 
L(G) = {ba~Iba~2b "" ba~"b: m ~ 1, nl ,..., n,~ ~ 1}. | 
First of all let us note that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 carry over to 
maximally continuous grammars (with the notions of maximally left-continuous, 
written LMC, and maximally right-continuous written RMC, grammars, 
defined in the obvious way). 
THEOREM 8. For every MC grammar there exists an equivalent LMC grammar 
and an equivalent RMC grammar. | 
THEOREM 9. For every MC grammar G there exists an equivalent 2MC 
grammar H. Moreover, if G is RMC or LMC then so is H. 
We investigate now the language generating power of MC grammars. We term a 
MC grammar G propagating, denoted PMC grammar if G ~- (X, h, e), K, A) 
and, for every a e 2, A ~ h(a). 
THEOREM 10. (1) ~ca(PMC) = ~a(CS), (2) ~*a(MC) = ~(RE) .  
Proof. We will prove (1) and then (2) follows from the well-known fact 
that adding erasing productions to context-sensitive productions yields the 
class of grammars generating ~*a(RE). 
Since it is straightforward to construct a linear bounded automaton to accept 
the language of a given eMC grammar, £a(PMC) _C (CS). 
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To show that £a(CS) C ~(PMC)  we proceed as follows. 
Let G =- (27, P, S, A) be a context-sensitive grammar, where 2 is the total 
alphabet of G, A is its terminal alphabet, P its set of productions, A its terminal 
alphabet and S its axiom. We can assume that G is in the Penttonen ormal form 
(see Penttonen (1974)), that is, P = P1 W P= u Pa where all productions in P1 
are of the form A -+ B, A e 27\A, a c 27, all productions in P2 are of the form 
A ~ BC with A, B, C e 27\A and all productions in Pa are of the form AB --~ AC 
with A, B, C ~ Z\A. Let #P  = r and we assume that productions in P are 
ordered, hence, for 1 <~j <~ r, we can talk about.thejth production of P denoted 
rrj ; then lhsrrj denotes the left-hand side of rr¢ and rhsrrj denotes the right-hand 
side of rr¢. 
We assume that G is organized in such a way that the rightmost symbol of 
any sentential form a in G (a ~L(G)) is always marked in a special way, hence if 
G rewrites uch a symbol then it knows that this is the rightmost symbol. Clearly 
every context-sensitive language can be generated by a context-sensitive grammar 
G satisfying the above assumption. 
Let 
G =( [A , i ] :Ae27,1  ~<i~<3}, 
for se{0, 1, 4, 5} 
27, = {[A, i, j, s] : A e 27, 1 ~<i~<3 and 1 ~<j~<r}, 
and for s ~ {2, 3} 
& = ([A, i, - - ,  s]: A e Z, 1 ~< i ~< 3}. 
5 
Then let 0 = 27b w U,=0 27s u (F} u 27, whereFis a new symbol. For 1 ~< i ~< 3 
/'g = ([A, i]: for some .-v ~ P~, lhs ~r = A} 
and 
L,~ = {[A,/]:  A ~z} .  
Let h be the finite substitution on 0* defined by 2 : 
for [A, i] ~ G ,  
h([A, i]) = (A} vo ([A, i , j ,  0~: ~ E P1 and A = lhs%-} 
u {[A, i, j ,  1]: rrj e P= and A = lhsrr~} <9 ([A, i, --,  2]} 
v) {[A, i , j ,  4]: .rrj ~ P3, AB  = lhs~rj for some B e X\A} 
~_~ {[A, i , j ,  5]: ~rj e Pa, BA = lhsrrj for some B ~ 27\A}, 
2 In what follows, when we count modulo 3 then it is counted on positive integers, 
hence, e.g., 4 = 1 (rood 3). 
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for A e X\A,  1 ~<i ~<3, 1 <~ j <~ r, 
h([A, i, j ,  0]) = {[B, i]} if ~rj -=-- A --+ B, 
= {F} otherwise, 
h([A, i, j, 1]) = {[B, i][C, i + l (mod 3)]} if ~r~ = A ~ BC, 
= {F} otherwise, 
h([A, i, - - ,  2]) = {[A, i], [A, i + l (mod 3), - - ,  3]}, 
h([A, i, --,  3]) = {[A, i, - - ,  2]}, 
h([A, i, j, 4]) = {[A, i]} 
= (F}  
h([A, i, j ,  5]) = {[C, i]} 
= {F}  
for all other x 6 0, 
if lhs%. = AB for some B e 2J\A, 
otherwise, 
if Tr~ = BA ~ BC for some B a 27\A, 
otherwise, 
h(x) = (F}. 
Let, for 1 ~<i~<3,1  ~j~r ,  
Ko~,o,~,i = z :{ [A ,  i ]}+z: ,  
Kcf ,c , i  d = ~Y'*{[A, i , j ,  0]}+X * , 
K~f,t,~ = 2b + 
K,1,t.i,j,1 = ({[A, i , j ,  1]} k9 Z2)*(X2) + 
Kof,t,i,j,~ = (Z~)*{[A, i , j ,  1]}+(X3) * 
K~,~.~ = (~)*(&)+, 
K~f,t,~ = (Z2)+, 
K~,b,, = X*{2~, i U 2~,i+l(moa3)}+Z * , 
gcs, i , j ,1  
where A ~ lhs~r j ,  
where A = lhs 0r~., 
--: Z*{EA, i , j ,  4]}+(X~ w [B, i + l (mod 3),j, 5])*, 
where ~rj = AB ~ AC for some C ~ X/A, 
K~s,id,~ = X*{[B, i, j, 5]}+2: *,
where %- = AB --+ AC for some A, C E Z,/A. 
~Then let K be the union of all the above languages. 
Let H = (0, h, IS, 1], 2, K). 
H simulates (succesful derivations in) G as follows. Assume that we have a 
sentential form a in H such that a = [A 1 , il][A ~ , i2] "'" [An,  in], where 
i~+ 1=i~+ l (mod3)  for 1 ~<u~<n- -1  (note that [S, 1] is such a word). 
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To simulate an application of a production rr~ e P1, rr~ = (A ~ a) H applies 
selector Kcj.c,~.i for some i e {1, 2, 3} yielding the replacement of one occurrence 
of the symbol [A, i] in a by [A, i, j, 01. Then H applies Kct,~.i.j to the resulting 
string replacing the unique occurrence of [A, i, j, 0] by [B, i]. As a result, in 
two steps we have replaced an occurrence of [A, i] in ~ by [B, i] obtaining a new 
string over Z' b satisfying the same condition on the second components of letters 
from Xb as ~ did. 
The main problem in simulating a production ~r~  Pe, 7r~ =-(A ~ BC), is 
that "its straightforward application" to an occurrence [A, i] in ~ would yield 
a string that does not satisfy "the periodicity condition" that c~ satisfies (i~+ 1 = 
iu -l- l (mod 3)). This condition is absolutely necessary to maintain, so that the 
MC grammar H in simulating G can rewrite one occurrence of a symbol in a 
word-precisely as G does. To overcome this difficulty H proceeds in several steps 
as follows. First it rewrites a using selector Kcm.b which results in a string ~1 
having occurrences of symbols from Z 2 u ([A, i, j, 1]} only. The only selector 
that can be applied now is K~m.~,~.l (except for Kcl,t,e the application of which 
would lead to an "idle rewriting"). As a result a suffix of % consisting of letters 
from 2J~ only got rewritten into letters from 2J 3 only yielding a2 • Now (providing 
that a 1 contained at least one occurrence of the symbol [A, i, j, 1]) the only 
selector that can be applied is K~y.,,i,~.2 •However, this implies that % contains 
precisely one occurrence of [A, i, j, 1] and so c~ was rewritten in ~1 in such a 
way that precisely one occurrence of [A, i, j, 1] was introduced. Note that when 
K~,t,i,j,1 was applied to ~1 yielding ~2 the suffix of % consisting of letters from 
X~ was changed into a suffix of % consisting of letters from 2:~ in such a way that 
the second components of letters were increased by 1 (modulo 3). Since the 
unique occurrence of [A, i, j, 1] in a 2 must be the occurrence neighbouring 
this suffix (otherwise Kcl.t,~.~,~ cannot be applied) there is a "gap" between the 
second component of [A, i, j, 1] and the leftmost element of the suffix considered 
(if it is not empty). So we have the situation 
~2 . . . .  [A, i,], 1][D, i + 2(mod 3), -- ,  3] --. 
(or c~ 2 . . . .  [A, i, j, 1]). 
Henee the application of K~s.t.i,~,2 which uses production [A, i, j, 1]--+ 
[B, i][C, i + l (mod 3)] yields the string % satisfying the periodicity condition. 
Then the application of K~,t,3 rewrites symbols from X 3 into the corresponding 
symbols in 273 and the application of selector Kes.t,~ (using the substitution 
h([A, i, - - ,  2]) ---- [A, i]![) yields then the string/3, where the transition from 
to fi simulates the application of production A -~ BC in G. 
To simulate an application of a production ~r~ P~,  ~r~ ~-AB- -+ AC for 
_d, B, C ~ X\A, H applies selector K~.~.i first (note that it does not depend on j). 
As a result of this we get from ~ a string ax such that it contains exactly one occur- 
rence of a letter from 2J~, say x, and exactly one occurrence of a letter from 
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Z' 5 , say y; moreover those two occurrences are next to each other with x to the 
left ofy.  Now to simulate the specific context-sensitive production %,  selector 
I£,s,i,j.1 must be applied. However, K,8,i,j,1 can be applied only if c~ 1 is of the 
form al = ""xY'" ", where x - [A, i, j, 4] and y = [B, i, j, 5]. Then the applica- 
tion of K~,i,j,1 yields the word c~e differing from cq only by the replacement of 
the unique occurrence of [d, i, j, 4] by [A, i]. Consequently ~ contains the 
unique occurrence of [B, f, j, 5] with all other letters in ~2 being from Zb. 
Now Kc,,i,~,~ can (and must) be applied replacing the unique occurrence of 
[B, i, j, 5] by [C, i] yielding ft. Thus what happened on the transition from 
to fi is that a subword of the form [A, i][B, i + 1] in ~ was replaced by 
[A, i][C, i + 1]. Hence the simulation of ~rj is successfully completed. Note that 
obviously fi again satisfies the periodicity condition and so the simulation of an 
application of an arbitrary production from P can be started again. 
The rewriting process in H ends by applying selector Kcl, t.b substituting A
for IN, i], 1 ~< i ~< 3, A ~ 27. If  any occurrence in c~ is replaced in this way then 
all occurrences in c~ must be replaced in this way, because no selector in H can be 
applied to a string containing an element of A. 
Based on the above intuitive comments one can construct a formal proof of 
the fact that indeed L(H)  = L(G). 
Hence the theorem holds. | 
VI. DiscussioN 
There are at least two methodological dvantages to the study of continuous 
grammars. 
(1) They form a special case of selective substitution grammars. They 
demonstrate hat selective substitution grammars not only generalize a multitude 
of rewriting systems discussed in the literature, they also provide interesting new 
classes of rewriting systems. 
(2) Since continuous grammars constitute a natural case of a rewriting 
system lying midway between two extreme cases of rewriting--totally sequential 
(as in context-free grammars) and totally parallel (as in E0L systems)--their 
study contributes to our understanding of the difference between sequential and 
parallel rewriting. 
In this paper we have concentrated on the study of the language generating 
power of continuous grammars. In order to fully understand this topic one should 
attempt now to answer the following questions (which we are not yet able to 
answer). 
(i) What are the precise relationships among the seven classes of languages 
emerging from our study: 5¢(1C), ~(1LC) ,  £¢(1RC), ~(2C),  ~°(1MC), 
~°(1LMC), ~(1 RMC) ? 
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(iJ) What is the relationship between ~(2C)  and £a(2MC)? We know 
that ~(2C)  _C ~<q(2MC). Is it the case that ~(2C)  C ~Cza(2MC) ? 
(iii) Does there exist a language in £a(ETOL)\£°(1C) ? 
In addition to answering those questions one should also attempt to study the 
different classes of continuous grammars introduced here with respect o the 
usual language--theoretic properties. For example, results on the combinatorial 
structure of languages in these language classes and results on the closure proper- 
ties of these language classes would be natural next topics to consider. 
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